Ascioti's keeps on grinding
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Marc Ascioti really throws himself into his work. "It's good exercise," he says with a big grin.
We're in Ascioti's Meat Market, on Milton Avenue, in the heart of the village of Solvay. The
store was opened 94 years ago on this very spot by Marc's grandparents, Antonio Ascioti
and his wife, Catherine.
Marc's making the store's illustrious meatball mix, a product that's traveled the world,
literally. He sometimes mixes it three times a day. Christmas week, the stuff flies out of the
store. "I'm at the grinder eight hours," Marc explains. "It's a mob scene."
The recipe's Catherine's, Marc's grandmother, who also cut meat in the store. According to
the "meatball story" told by Frances Quattrone, his aunt, the mix came about in the 1960s
at the request of nuns at St. Cecilia Church.
It includes ground chuck beef, cheese, water, salt and pepper, parsley, garlic, Italian bread
and eggs in proportions that are still a family secret. Marc starts by grinding 150 pounds of
chuck; then he churns in everything by hand. The stuff on the table in front of him he calls
"the fluff." It's everything in the blend and smells heavenly.
The senior Asciotis - from southern Italy, by way of Philadelphia - planted the family flag in
Solvay in 1914, across Milton Avenue from the Iro- quois Pottery plant (now a China Towne
store) because Grandfather Antonio was told "Solvay needed a good meat market." His
brother had a place at the other end of Milton briefly.
The store hasn't changed that much over time. It's dominated by the long meat cooler,
loaves of Di Lauro's bread along on the top and stacks of mostly shop-made goodies
inside, including Marc's sausage of all kinds and a line of Polish food from Hapanowicz
Bros. Meat Market in New York Mills, the legendary home of kielbasa.
"Everything's special here," according to Joe Cavallo, the market manager who's been at
Ascioti's 30 years and loves the work. Joe once had a Silver Star market in Solvay. "I
always eat good," he tells me.
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The meatball mix definitely is the best-seller, Frances says. During my stopover, one
regular, Joe Anderson, of Jamesville, left with $69 worth of mix, headed for Binghamton,
where he planned to drop off portions for the personal lunches of hospital workers on his
regular route. "They fell in love with the product," he says.
Another customer I had to swear not to name picked up her regular mix order, saying, "My
husband thinks I make the meatballs myself." Like other clients, she rolls the mix into balls
and freezes it for future use.
"Here comes another meatballer," Joe Cavallo says as Nancy Zanoni enters the store for a
mix order, which Joe scoops out of the brimming tray provided by Marc Ascioti. Nancy says
she's been a customer "more than 20 years."
Marc shows me the business card of Robert VanHorne, another regular who walked out
with 40 pounds of mix, packed in dry ice and headed for Thailand.
Peter Vilasi, Marc's uncle, managed the store most of his life. He showed Marc how to mix
the meatball recipe. Marissa, Marc's daughter, sometimes helps out at the store, also.
Judith LaManna , a Solvay native, mentioned Ascioti's in her book, "Solvay Stories II," in a
story about Pete (Vilasi) the Butcher:
"He used to cheerfully sing out to me, 'What can I get for you today, Dolly?' I thought it was
a special name for me but learned he used the same line with other girls. For adults asking
for meat, he had a different line; he would look up, wipe his thick hands on his
blood-stained apron and reply, 'I'll get that for you, my friend.' "
Frances Quattrone says she enjoys checking out orders and keeping the books at Ascioti's,
"because I love being with people."
No, she says, the store's just the right size: "I don't think we need to expand," she explains.
"I think we'll stop selling cigarettes when the stock we have is gone, but things are fine the
way they are."
The store buys most of its meat from Oneonta Beef in East Syracuse, a longtime
arrangement, according to manager Joe Cavallo, who says he moved to the store after
Pete Vilasi promised "I have a nice job for you."
He's an old-school meat cutter. "Most of the meat comes into stores these days all boxed
up," he says. "Today, the handlers don't know how to break down a side of beef the way we
used to."
That said, Joe dived into cutting 100 pounds of stew meat for Coleman's Authentic Irish
Pub.
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